Discover and manage automation
opportunities in one place.

Automation Hub helps you centrally manage the
automation opportunities pipeline, increase
your automation program’s ROI by better
prioritizing automation ideas, and broaden the
availability of your automations.

Enterprise Community

Automation Hub fosters an open,
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transparent, and collaborative
automation community
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Turn great ideas from anyone into great automations for everyone

Enterprise Community Workspace

Capture and collaborate on automation
opportunitie

Connect to submit automation ideas and share
process documentatio
Enable collaboration between SMEs,
developers, and the CoE to accelerate the
automation projects development

Automation Opportunities 

Pipeline Management

Centrally manage your automation idea

Track automation opportunities in a single
location—whether they are from Business
Users, Citizen Developers, CoE, or scientifically
discovered via Process Mining and Task Mining
solution
Customize idea assessment to prioritize
opportunities based on KPIs that matter to your
company—maximizing for business impact


Automation Store


Centralized location to publish, discover, and
download your organization’s ready-to-go
automation
Users can easily access an overview of each
automation, download, and add their review
The CoE has full control over the Automation Store
and the user’s experience—including access, views,
and available actions






Automation Discovery Integrations


Centrally capture and manage automation
opportunities and process improvements,
prioritized by impact and RO
Process Mining and Task Mining Integrations:
Expand your automation pipeline by submitting
automation ideas directly to Automation Hu
Task Capture Integration: Document and record
processes to accelerate automation development






Who is Automation Hub for?
1

2

3

CoE’s

Citizen Developers

Employees

Enable citizen developers to
share their personal time-saving
automations or collaborate on
CoE-approved automation
opportunities.

Create a central location for

Ensure an evergreen, wellvetted automation pipeline,
and prioritize business
opportunities.

Create, manage, and govern
your enterprise-ready
automation program.

employees to share ideas,
provide feedback, and discover
ready-to-go automations.

Start with Automation Hub to discover, priortize, and track automation
ideas in a central location.


Leverage Task Capture (included), Task Mining and Process Mining to
further enrich your automation opportunities pipeline.

Try it for yourself 

UiPath.com/AutomationHub

